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An upcoming decision by a 
town council 6,000 miles away 

may lead to the first sister-city desig-
nation for salida, colorado.

Lago, in the province of cosen-
za in the calabria region of south-
ern italy, is the ancestral home of 
many early settlers to salida, many 

of whose names are very familiar to locals.
A sister- or twin-city designation is 

an agreement between cities or towns to 
promote cultural and commercial ties. The 
concept of town “twinning” came about after 
World War ii as a way to foster friendship and 
understanding between different cultures and 
to encourage trade and tourism.

The idea for a twin-city designation be-
tween salida and Lago originated with dr. 
Francesco gallo, a self-proclaimed Laghitan 
who has done extensive research on emigrants 
from Lago, with much of his research focused 

on the Lago/salida connection. 
“it was my idea about the twin cities, and he [Lago mayor and architect Vittorio cupelli] agreed with that 

and then wrote a letter to mayor Jim dickson,” said dr. gallo on a visit to salida this past summer. on July 9, the 
mayor of Lago proposed the designation to salida’s mayor, and on Aug. 19 the salida city council voted in favor 
of it: Resolution 2014-65, approving the designation of Lago, italy as salida’s sister city.

gallo’s book, The Lago-Salida Connection, Pioneers From Lago to Salida, was first released as a booklet in 
2007; it has been updated and the third edition, released in 2014, contains 210 pages. it delves extensively into 
the history of both communities: their origins, geological and cultural features, as well as the reasons for the 
mass emigration from Lago between 1885 and 1920, and how many of the Laghitans ended up in salida.

These early settlers worked the mines, the railroads and the smelting plants, laid brick for many of the homes 
and buildings still standing in salida, and in some cases, took to farming and ranching for their livelihoods. it 
is estimated that about seven percent of the current population of salida has ancestors traced to Lago and its 
surrounding villages.

“it wasn’t just for the money that they came here,” said gallo, “They were trying to come out from the slump 
– they were almost dying in Lago. There was poverty, disease and mistreatment by landlords. Then they arrived 
here and eventually became landlords themselves.”

Known as the italian diaspora – the period between the unification of italy and the rise of italian Fascism 
during the 1920s – it led to a large-scale migration of italians away from their homeland. diaspora means “scat-
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tering or dispersion” in greek. poverty was rampant in italy during this period, especially in the rural regions. 
Land management practices at the time did not encourage local, small farming, as most of the land was owned 
by only a few wealthy nobles. According to dr. gallo, the average life expectancy for italian males during the 
peak of emigration was 40 years old. Also, southern italy experienced a population boom after the unification 
process, leading to a larger work force with few employment opportunities. it is estimated that between 1861 and 
1985, 29,036,000 italians emigrated to other countries, with 18,761,000 of those permanently settling abroad. in 
what has been termed “persistent and path-dependent emigration flow,” friends and family members who first 
arrive in a new country help other family members by sending back money for travel and assist them when they 
first get to the new and strange land. 

many early italian immigrants settled in large cities on the east coast of the u.s., as well as in san Francisco, 
chicago and new orleans; but many also ended up in colorado, residing in places like denver, pueblo and Trini-
dad. in the early days, these new arrivals were discriminated against and were frequent targets of hate groups 

A view of modern Lago, Italy, in the province of Cosenza, which will soon become Salida’s first sister city.  Photo by Nicola Scanga.
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such as the Ku Klux Klan, who would terrorize them 
and burn crosses on their lawns. in fact, for many 
years italians were not allowed to swim in the salida 
community pool, a facility they themselves helped 
to build. often settling in neighborhoods populated 
by other italian immigrants, they were slow to learn 
english and enter mainstream American culture and often married among themselves.

names like de Luca, scanga, pasquale, Veltri, porco and coscarella are all familiar to longtime salidans, 
but other names, such as post and groy, were shortened or “anglicized” upon arrival in the united states. post 
was shortened from posteraro and groy was originally groe. eventually all of these families overcame local 
prejudices and became important members of salida society – owning and operating successful businesses and 
ranches and helping stamp salida with a strong italian identity.

Former salida chief of police Leonard post traces his ancestry back to Lago and recently returned with his 
wife Tenny from a trip to italy, which included a visit to Lago. “The people were very friendly. it was a very 
interesting and old historic district, small rural setting, humid, with lush vegetation, nestled in hills with a tall 
mountain above. We felt safe in our travels there,” he said of their four days in Lago. 

His grandfather, Achillo posteraro, came to the u.s. from Lago in 1908. His great-grandfather, saverio pos-
teraro arrived from Lago in 1885 (different lineage but the same name). They were able to meet with the mayor 
at a plaza in front of the city hall and had dinner together that evening. At a bakery in the municipal square, 
they met paolo, son of the bakery owner who is a cousin to salidan Frank cicerelli. during the trip, Leonard and 
Tenny were able to meet many people named posteraro, but who may not have been directly related, as many in 
the town have the same surname.

“some residents asked if we knew of dr. gallo and the possibility of a sister city. The bed and breakfast 

Above, old Lago, Italy. Photo by Marco Linori. 
At right, a letter from the mayor of Lago to the Salida mayor, 
proposing the creation of a twin-city designation. Courtesy 
of Dr. Francesco Gallo.
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where we stayed had a copy of dr. gallo’s book. When 
asking for a Lago map in the municipal building, we met 
a man who worked with dr. gallo. A guide whom we 
had arrangements with was familiar with the idea. We 
made friends with the family that owns the hardware 
store, and he wants to visit salida if we become sister 
cities,” said post of his visit there. “Anyone interested in 
salida’s heritage or anyone with heritage from the Lago 
area would be interested in visiting Lago.”

Also on a visit to Lago in 2014 was Terry scanga, 
owner of scanga meat company and district manager of 
the upper Arkansas Water conservancy district. scanga 
began his own research into his ancestry after reading 
dr. gallo’s first booklet. His grandfather, guiseppe scan-
ga, emigrated to salida from Lago in 1886 and ranched 
in the poncha springs area. Years later guiseppe moved 
back to italy and acquired an old monastery near Lago, 
continuing to ranch there until he passed away, never to 
return to salida. 

Terry and his wife Beverly enlisted the help of a lo-
cal retired postmaster, pasquale Barone, who was likely 
a relative of pietro Barone, an early salida resident who 
came to salida as a 17-year-old and lived with guiseppe 
upon his arrival. With his help, they were able to find the 
old farm, identifiable due to an old chapel and olive oil 
press on the property. it was Terry who personally deliv-
ered a letter and city seal from mayor dickson to Lago 
mayor cupelli and was able to join him for several meals. 
Also, coincidentally, the vice mayor of Lago is a scanga 
– enzo scanga. The scangas will present a travelogue of 
their adventures in italy on Jan. 21, 2015, at 7 p.m. at the 
salida steamplant.

THe ToWn oF LAgo is located on a hillside above a river valley, 1,600 feet (485 meters) above sea level. it 
is surrounded by three mountains: mount Virzi, mount difesa Laghitello and mount cocuzzo, the tallest of 

the three at 5,055 feet. it is located 26 miles (42 kilometers) from cosenza, the capital of the province, and 4.5 
miles from Amantea, on the Tyrrhenian sea. Although its name translates as “lake” in italian, there is no large 
lake in the vicinity. 

Terry scanga explained that the region was once part of the Byzantine or eastern Roman empire and that 
egyptian soldiers camping at the base of mount Virzi around 918 A.d. may have named it after one of their kings. 
Lago’s current population is 2,800; in 1951 it numbered 6,673, but the population has since been in decline. 

Laghitan-born Filippo Antonio Runco (1897-1989) was 
one of many early Italian immigrants to Salida.  Courtesy 
of Patricia Retzlaff.
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most residents are blue-collar, working in the service 
industry, such as teachers, shop owners and municipal 
employees. Like salida, it has a sunny climate and is 
surrounded by forests. it also straddles a river, the eli-
ceto, though it runs dry for many months of the year.

on the first week in January, the Laghitan women 
parade with their baskets full of “cullura, turdilli and 
scalille” as a symbol of good luck, delivering them to 
the general public for the event. every march, there is 
a carnival, (“A Harza,”) with dress parades and perfor-
mances, traditional fried sausages and dancing the Tar-
antella – a group of upbeat italian folk dances. 

With the new twin-city designation, salidans are 
encouraged to visit Lago – those with ancestors, or those 
just wanting to visit a lovely italian mountain town with 
strong ties to salida. 

“We are just like cousins,” explains dr. gallo. 
“When people from salida go to Lago, they are going 
to find many relatives there, and vice versa for those 
Laghitans who come to salida. What we are trying to 
do is bring people together. To make the world smaller 
than what it is. That is the idea behind all this.” g

If you go: Lago is about 270 miles (433 km) from Rome. To get there, you could drive on the Autostrada A3 
motorway south from naples or take a train to Amantea, cosenza or paola, and then a bus to Lago from those 
locations. 

Links: www.salidaarchive.org/pages/pioneers.html   •   www.laghitaninelmondo.com
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A presentation of the seal of Salida to Mayor Vittorio Cupelli 
of Lago in 2014. At left is Terry Scanga and at right is JIm 
Preston. Photo courtesy of Terry Scanga.


